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Abstract—Database is an important part in managing information, because a database is a collection of data that is processed to 
produce information. because of the importance of the database, many crimes are directed to attack the database, both attacks  
against access rights or attacks against the data itself. My SQL is a Database Management System (DBMS) that provides several 
facilities, one of which is the logging facility. Binary Log is a type of database log in the form of binary digits that contains some 
information including the record of the time of the transaction, the user who made the transaction and the order in the 
transaction. With the Binary Log, it can be seen when the transaction occurred, who made the transaction and what transaction 
occurred in the database. The recording of transactions in the Binary Log can be used as one way to carry out an investigation 
process in the event of an attack on the database. In this study the focus is on analyzing transaction records in binary logs, 
namely when, who, dam and what information can be taken from the Binary Log. The output of this research is a table of binary 
log investigation results and its relation to database attacks. 
Keywords— Binary Log, MySql, Database, Database Attack 
 
I. INTRODUCTION 
The database is an important part in managing 
information systems, it is because the database manages a 
lot of important company data that is accessed by many 
users. Therefore, various attacks are aimed at databases. In 
one of the studies conducted by one of the largest Cyber 
Security organizations namely impreva with the theme of 
ten ten database attacks, there are 10 attacks most often 
aimed at databases, 3 attacks ranked top are attacks on 
access rights, attacks on unmanaged sensitive data and 
attacks on database transactions.[1] 
However, many database crimes cannot be traced due to 
lack of investigation into the attack, so many attacks on the 
database are not handled properly. In addition there is not 
much research that addresses the process of investigating 
database attacks. there are several studies relating to 
database attacks, among others, research relating to data 
reconstruction techniques using the redo technique on inno 
db storage machines [2] Other research is research related to 
the forensic database framework that discusses the forensic 
database inquiry framework [3]. 
Therefore, we need a way to help the process of 
investigating database attacks, one of which is by analyzing 
the database log. MySql is a DBMS (Database Management 
System) that provides many features including the Log 
feature. There are several types of database logs, including 
Binary Logs that contain records of when the transaction 
occurred, who made the transaction and what the 
transaction contained. so by analyzing the binary log 
database records will be obtained that will help the 
investigation of database attacks. 
 
II. RESEARCH METHODS 
The data used in this study is data from the academic 
information system at STIE AAS Surakarta, where the data 
comes from the tables in the academic information system 
database of STIE AAS Surakarta. 
In this research a transaction simulation will be carried 
out on the STIE AAS Surakarta academic information 
system, a database system that uses MySql as its database 
management system, the transaction includes input data 
transactions, data update transactions, data delete 
transactions and query transactions. 
After conducting a transaction simulation, an analysis of 
the database log will be performed, the log being analyzed 
is a binary log, so that a database access time record will be 
obtained, the user accessing the database and other records 
related to the database transaction [4]. 
 
2.1 Binary Log 
MySql Server is a very popular open source based 
Database Management System (DBMS). Here is the 









Figure 1. Architecture of MySQL 
 
The components in the Mysql architecture must be well 
understood for the purposes of database transaction 
investigations. In investigating database transactions, the 
log files and directories of mysql server are very important 
to analyze.  
 
2.2 Binary Log 
Log files in the database contain important information 
related to transactions that occur on the database. On Mysql 
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servers that use the InnoDB storage engine generally use 
two types of log files namely ib_logfiole0 and ib_logfile1 
with a capacity of 5 Mega Bytes. 
The Binary Log contains files that record statements for 
database memoification, such as delete, insert, replace, 
create table, drop table, grant and revoke commands. The 
contents of the binary log are written in SQL with the 
binary format[6] 
 
2.3 Research Stages 
The stages in this study consisted of several sequences, 
following the sequence in this study 
 
Figure 2. Reseaarch Stages 
 
III. RESULT AND ANALYSIS 
3.1 Privilleges attack investigation preparation 
At this stage hardware and software preparations are 
made for the forensic database analysis process, at this stage 
also determining the use of a Database Management system 
(DBMS). in this study the DBMS used was MySql Server 
with My ISAM Storage Engine, while the observed 
environment was the STIE AAS Academic Information 
System. 
 
3.2 Activation Log database 
To activate the Log File in the database, first install 
mysqld in the MY.INI file, after MYSqld is active, add the 










Figure 3. Activate Log File 
My INI is a place to store log files, while to activate the 
binary log, the bin log code is inserted in My INI, as shown 













Figure 4. Insert binary log code 
 
3.3 Database transaction simulation 
At this stage the data simulation is performed to support 
the Binary log analysis process, the data simulation uses 
academic data with many users, where the user consists of 
students, the academic section, the financial section, the 
administration section, lecturers and leaders. This data 
simulation will simulate the transaction process of 
requesting data to an academic database, with various query 
requests from users who have different accesses, besides 
that there is also a simulation of attacks on access rights, 
where illegal access occurs by changing the contents of the 
database. From this simulation, data can be analyzed using 
the access rights of each user in making transactions to the 
academic database. 
 
3.4 Analisa Binary Log 
At this stage an analysis will be conducted related to the 
Binary Log. After activating the Binary Log, each database 
transaction will be recorded in the C: / xampp / mysql / data 
directory, while the format of the log is in binary format, 
with the following binary log file in the mysl / data 
directory 
 
Figure 5. Binary Log Directory 
 
Binary Log is a binary log file format, to open the Binary 
Log using a special tool that has been provided by MySql, 
the tool is MySqlBinlog, where to open the binary log file 
preparation 
investigate database attack 
Library Review 
Activation Log File 
Transaction Database 
Simulation  
Analysis Binary Log 
Analisis report 
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the Mysqlbilog code is inputted with the name_file_log 
following how to access the Binary Log 
 
Figure 6. Open Binary Log with Mysqllogbin tool 
 
From the results of the Binary Log translation, the 
following information can be obtained: 
 Start Datetimedan Stop Date Time 
 
Figure 7. transactiondatetime 
 
Shows the date and time when the transaction was recorded 
in a log, the date and time that was recorded adjusted to the 
date and time where the log was recorded 
Server ID 
 Id serverserver_id value (numbering server identity) 
from the server where the transaction originated. 
 End_log_posindicates where a subsequent transaction 
event begins (i.e., the final position of the current 
event + 1).Thread ID 
 
 
Figure 8. End Log pos on binary log 
 
Thread_id menunjukkan thread mana yang mengeksekusi 
event. 
 Exec_time istime spent running the event, on the 
server. On the client side the time difference is that the 
final execution on the client minus the initial 
execution time on the server. The difference becomes 
an indicator of how much replication is left from the 
master.Error Code 
 Error_code shows the results of conducting the 
Transaction Event. Zero means there is no error. For a 
more detailed explanation of the error code in the 
transaction event, an error log should be investigated 
 Database Name 
 
Figure 9. Database name on binary log 
 
It is a database that is accessed by the user and also 
shows a record of transactions made by the user and 
the value that was inputted in the transaction 
 
 User Name 








 Figure 10. User name on binary log 
 
3.5 Analysis Report 
From the simulation results of database transactions can 
be obtained the following analysisID_server In this study, 
the transaction simulation uses 1 server and 2 clients, so that 
the ID_server recorded in the binary log is only one server, 
i.e. ID_server = 1, as shown in the following figure: 
 
Figure 11. Server ID on Binary Log 
 
1. End_Log_Process 
End Log Process is a marker of the beginning and end of 
a log, the end of a log when the transaction is completed. 
end log process is recorded after ID_server 
 
2. TimeStamp 
Each transaction to the database will be recorded server 
timestamp, timestamp is the time recorded by the system 




Figure 12. Database Name on Binary Log 
 
Timestamp of 
record to binary 
Thread ID pada binary 
log 
Nama database yang 
tetrekam 
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from the picture above shows the time record on each 
transaction, the format of the timestamp is 
YYYYMMDD - HH-MM-SS. With the timestamp it can 
be seen when the transaction occurs, so that if an attack 
occurs it can be seen the time of the attack. In the 
timestamp there is also an exect time. Exec time is the 
time needed to process a transaction. 
 
3. User Connection 
In the binary log the user connections are active and the 
user who is conducting a transaction is recorded, as 
shown in the following figure 
 
 
Figure 13. User Connection 
 
From the picture above you can see the user connection 
= root while username =  Baak. This user record is very 
necessary in the investigation process, because from that 
note it can be seen which user is conducting the 
transaction, and if an attack occurs it will be seen which 
user made the attack. 
 
4. Transaction Notes 
Other records recorded in the binary log are records of 
transactions that occur on the database server, to see the 
transaction records can be seen in the following figure 
 
Figure 14. Record Transaction on Binary Log 
 
From the picture, it can be seen that the user named root 
accesses the academic database and updates the 
transaction value table and changes the UAS value. 
 
5. Binary Log repot analysis 
After simulating the transaction and analyzing the 
binary log the records are recorded as follows 
 







18/12/19 Baak Root 





18/12/19 Baak Root 







































28/81219 16.5.00053 Root 





From the results of the binary log analysis obtained Analia 
that there is an attack of access rights, such as one example 
of a user connection students with access rights only see the 




From these studies it can be concluded that the binary 
log is a binary database log containing database transaction 
records namely time records, user connection records and 
transaction records. so with binary log analysis can help the 
investigation process in the event of a database access rights 
attack. This detection technique is done by anomaly 
technique, namely by analyzing the user's behavior and 
comparing the user's access rights with the transactions 
made.The research can be developed by analyzing binary 
logs to detect other database attacks, or developing research 
to analyze other types of logs provided by MySql such as 
Query Log or error log. 
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